Student Thesis Prizes administered by IEEE Queensland Section

The IEEE Queensland Section administers three thesis prizes for undergraduate students in Queensland universities:

- the IEEE Student Thesis Prize (general category)
- the ICPADM-Mat Darveniza IEEE Student Prize (Power Engineering category)
- IEEE Student Prize (Signal & Image Processing)

Rules for the IEEE Thesis Prizes
The rules are applicable to:

- the IEEE Student Prize for the best final year thesis in all fields of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology
- the ICPADM-Mat Darveniza IEEE Student Prize for the best final year thesis in Power Engineering
- the IEEE Queensland Section’s Signal and Image Processing paper

Prize Description

- Certificate endorsed by the chair of the IEEE Queensland Section
- Cheque for $500.00
- A ticket to attend IEEE AGM Dinner (valued at $65)

Eligibility Criteria

- Candidates must hold current IEEE student membership
- Thesis must be submitted in the final year of study
- For the ICPADM-Mat Darveniza IEEE Student Prize, the thesis must be in the field of power engineering

Candidate Nominations will be accepted from the following universities (one per university):

- Central Queensland University
- Griffith University
- Queensland University of Technology
- University of Queensland
- University of Southern Queensland

Important dates for thesis selection / awards are:

- Student counsellor at each university collects theses from November 1st – 6th
- Student counsellor at each university sends recommendations (one for each of the general prizes and one for the power engineering prize from each university) to the thesis prize selection committee by November 8th
- Thesis prize committee members evaluate the selected theses and finalise the winners
- Prize winners to be notified by November 10th
- Prizes to be presented during the Queensland Section’s Annual General Meeting

Selection Process - Prize winners will be selected by the thesis prize committee comprising:

- Chair of the IEEE Queensland Section
- Secretary of the IEEE Queensland Section
- Student Activities Coordinator of the IEEE Queensland Section

Prize Information - Information about the prizes will be distributed by means of the IEEE Queensland Section newsletter, IEEE student branch counsellors, and the IEEE Queensland Section web page